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We Can Make It
Orient Pearl

We Can Make It
Orient Pearl
Chords By: naguenyong vinx

   Note: Original key is 1/2 step (C#) higher

   Intro: B-F#-G#m-E-; (2x)

  B           F#            G#m
   So much hatred, so much pain
              E              B
   Shedding tears, so many ails
  B          F#               G#m
   Too much sin, chaos in this world
                E              B
   Too much darkness, faded light
  B                 F#                  G#m
   It s a time for love, not a time for hate
               E                    B
   A time for joy, not a time for tears
  B              F#                   G#m
   A time for sharing, not a time for sin
                E
   Hey, is it time

                 Chorus
  B             F#          G#m
   Oh, we can make it if we try
                    E                    B
   Just close your eyes and pray in the dark
               F#                G#m
   If we are giving, still I ll take
                  E              B
   The world would be a better place
               F#       G#m            E
   Oh, we can make it, yeah we can make it

  B          F#         G#m
   Millions dying everyday
            E                    B
   Nuclear arms, spurring destruction
  B         F#                  G#m
   So much war and death in this world
               E               B
   Too much darkness, faded light
  B               F#                    G#m
   It s a time for life, not a time for death



               E                     B
   A time to build, not a time to destroy
  B              F#                   G#m
   A time for peace, not a time for war
                E-
   Hey, is it time

   (Repeat Chorus)

   Adlib: B-F#-G#m-E-; (4x)

  B            F#                    G#m
   So much hunger, they deserve to be fed
               E                      B
   So many homeless, they deserve a shelter
  B               F#                G#m
   No food, no home, no bright tomorrow
              E               B
   Too much darkness, faded light
  B          F#             G#m
   No to hunger, feed the hungry
             E                  B
   No to homeless, a shelter for all
  B            F#               G#m
   A time to make a bright tomorrow
                E
   Hey, is it time

   (Repeat Chorus)

   Interlude: B-F#-G#m-E-; 

  B               F#                    G#m
   It s a time for life, not a time for death
               E                     B
   A time to build, not a time to destroy
  B              F#                   G#m
   A time for peace, not a time for war
                E-
   Hey, is it time

   (Repeat Chorus except last line)

   (Repeat Chorus except last line)

  F#          G#m    E
   Ohh la la la yeah,
  B               F#  G#m                E
   Oh we can make it, yeah we can make it
  B               F#   G#m              E
   Oh we can make it, yes we can make it

   (Repeat Chorus except last line)


